Cinema
March – April 2020

hello

Films reflect the world we live in. When you look
across the new releases in this guide, there’s a
common thread running through a lot them which
feels especially relevant: the theme of struggle.
Whether it is a fight to be recognised, to be heard,
or just to be yourself, these are universal stories
no matter where they take place. From a London
housing estate to the wet streets of Fraserburgh
to a cold Tbilisi, what unites these films and
filmmakers is the age old quest to be understood
and accepted by those around you. It is true
that the ways these stories are told are as varied
as their characters – some use dance, some use
humour, some present challenging situations,
others inspirational ones. And if we’ve learned
anything from how many of you came to see this
year’s Best Picture winner Parasite it is that a great
story, well told, can reach a wide audience. And we
loved that film so very much, we’ve brought it back
in its stunning black and white version (see page 10).
One of the global challenges facing us all of course
is the future of our planet. We are delighted to have
two events in this guide which address this issue –
David Attenborough: A Life on our Planet which will
be beaming live from the world premiere in London
and closer to home, a much-requested screening
of the stirring documentary 2040 in anticipation
of Dundee City’s Earth Hour which takes place on
Mon 30 March at 20:30.
As we come to the end of our 20th birthday year,
we are full of excitement about what the future
holds for DCA. We’d like to thank you for all the
suggestions you’ve sent in over the past few
months about which films you’d most like to see
again on the big screen with your fellow film lovers.
It was difficult for us to choose only a few but we’ve
gathered together some of the most popular and
brought them back in one final DCA20 cinema
extravaganza – turn to page 13 for the full line-up.
Thanks again for your support over the past two
decades – we are very proud to be your local
cinema!

Alice Black
Head of Cinema
Additional contributors:
Michael Coull, Brian Hoyle, Caley McGillvary,
Jennifer Phin, Mike Tait
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New Films

Run
Fri 13 – Thu 19 March
When Scott Graham visited DCA with his 2015 film Iona, he spoke about his next project, a story about tough times set in
his home town of Fraserburgh. Run is a blistering, claustrophobic portrait of regret which confirms that Graham is still one of
Scotland’s best filmmaking talents.
Factory worker Finnie (Game of Thrones’ Michael Stanley) is married to his teen-sweetheart Katie (Amy Manson), and lives
with their two restless sons in a cramped council house. The couple’s relationship is on autopilot, Finnie’s relationship with
his sons is strained and he feels trapped. On top of it all his eldest, Kid (Anders Hayward), is following in Finnie’s footsteps
and treating his pregnant girlfriend Kelly (Anna and the Apocalypse’s Marli Siu) with indifference. Finnie can see where it’s all
heading and one evening, after a fractious family dinner, he impulsively grabs the keys to Kid’s car and heads out for a spin,
picking up the bemused Kelly along the way.
As with his previous films, Graham captures the specificity of his Scottish setting while still managing to tell a story of
disappointment so universal that everyone can relate to it. With a Bruce Springsteen-infused soundtrack, some terrifically
tense fast driving and superb performances, Run is a gripping portrait of an ordinary life under pressure. Stanley takes centre
stage, treading a line between vulnerability and callousness which makes Finnie simultaneously infuriating and heartbreaking.
Infused with Bruce Springsteen’s uncompromising view of a working man’s lot both on the soundtrack and woven into the
heart of the film, coupled with some terrifically tense fast car driving, and superb performances, Run is a gripping portrait of
an ordinary life under pressure.

Dir: Scott Graham

UK 2020 / 1h18m / 15

Captioned Thu 19 March, 16:00

We’re delighted to welcome Run producer Rose Crerar to DCA to answer questions after the screening at
18:00 on Tuesday 17 March.
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Cunningham 3D
Fri 13 – Thu 19 March
“We don’t interpret something; we do something,” declares
modernist choreographer Merce Cunningham, his voice a
constant presence in this documentary that bears his name. More
than just a mantra the dance icon lived by, these words have also
shaped Alla Kovgan’s immersive and enthralling debut feature.

Military Wives
Fri 6 – Thu 19 March
Peter Cattaneo (The Full Monty) brings us an
emotive and poignant story about a group of women
who realise that their partners in Afghanistan aren't
the only ones whose circumstances can lead to
unbreakable bonds of camaraderie and belonging.
Life on a military base can be uneventful, especially
for the wives left behind when their partners are
called to duty. Kate (Kristin Scott Thomas) is one
of these women, bearing the stress and monotony
with grace and fortitude. As the long-standing chair
of the Social Committee, Kate has a hard time
stepping away when newcomer Lisa (Sharon
Horgan) is appointed in her place. The two women
have very different approaches: Kate wants the
group to continue with her busy calendar of book
clubs and community work, while Lisa prefers to
find any excuse for a glass of wine. When the idea
of a choir is first broached, the women find common
ground – even if they don't see eye to eye on the
approach. Nonetheless, as the group begins to
practise, they find the joy of singing infectious,
and the first military wives’ choir is born.

Cunningham traces Merce’s artistic evolution over three decades
of risk and discovery from 1944-1972, from his early years as a
struggling dancer in postwar New York to his emergence as one
of the most visionary and influential choreographers in the world.
Vibrant dance sequences are combined with archival footage
that features Merce, composer John Cage (his partner in life as
well as in creation), and their collaborator Robert Rauschenberg
who designed costumes, sets, and lighting for such dances as
Interscape, Summerspace, and Crises. Via voice recordings,
we hear the choreographer’s philosophies – his determination
to ignore labels and styles, his daring to challenge the status quo
and his desire to simply focus on human bodies doing what they
do – then see these ideas resonate in his work.
Working with Merce Cunningham Dance Company assistant
director of choreography Jennifer Goggans, Kovgan revives
14 pieces in tunnels, rooftops, parks and more. Cinematographer
Mko Malkhasyan’s rhythmic photography also has the same
pulsating impact, weaving through, around and above the
dancers. Comparisons with Pina are apt, as this film also
uses 3D technology beautifully to weave together Merce's
philosophies and stories, creating a visceral journey through
the choreographer's world.

Dir: Alla Kovgan

France / Germany / USA 2019 / 1h33m / U / 3D
Senior Citizen Kane Thu 19 March, 10:30

Discovering that they can rely on each other for
more than beautiful harmonies, the members come
together to confront the challenges of having a
partner at war and to acknowledge how much of
their identity is wrapped up in their husbands.

Dir: Peter Cattaneo

UK 2019 / 1h52m / 12A

Ciné Sunday Sun 15 March, 11:00
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And Then We Danced
Fri 20 – Thu 26 March
An instantly engaging and moving tale of a young male dancer’s
sexual awakening in contemporary Tbilisi, Swedish filmmaker
Levan Akin’s And Then We Danced is personal and political,
romantic and educational. Georgian dance is not just codified and
muscular, it is, as a powerful ballet administrator puts it, “the spirit
of the nation.” A nation that has zero tolerance for homosexuality.
Those traditions loom large in this edgy portrait of a conservative
society that still has the power to ostracise citizens who dare to
be different.

Bacurau
Fri 20 – Thu 26 March
Co-written and co-directed by Kleber Mendonça
Filho (whose films Neighbouring Sounds and
Aquarius both screened at DCA) and Juliano
Dornelles, Bacurau is a wild, weird, and politically
charged revisionist western that was the talk of
Cannes last year.
Set in the near future, the story follows Teresa
(Bárbara Colen), who comes home to Bacurau,
a village in Brazil's semi-arid sertão, to attend
her mother's funeral. Upon her arrival, Teresa
immediately realises the village is in difficulty.
Basic amenities are in short supply, mobile phone
coverage is fading, and the truck that brings
potable water arrives riddled with bullet holes.
The government has forsaken Bacurau: it has been
erased from the map, and its citizens have been sold
as prey for a safari of bloodthirsty foreign hunters
(including cult-cinema favourite Udo Kier, also
appearing in The Painted Bird, see page 12). As
the killers close in, the villagers prepare a formidable
resistance, with a locally sourced psychotropic drug
as their secret weapon.
With the confident cinematography by Pedro Sotero,
Mendonça Filho and Dornelles deploy a battery of
sudden zooms and horizontal wipes that recall
spaghetti westerns, science-fiction, and siege movies.
The result is that Bacurau is both an inspired genre
hybrid and harrowing parable about the long, dark,
lingering shadows of colonialism.

Dirs: Kleber Mendonça Filho,
Juliano Dornelles

Brazil / France 2019 / 2h12m / 18

Portuguese with English subtitles
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Merab (Levan Gelbakhiani) and his brother David are gifted
dancers with the National Georgian Ensemble. Their father – now
reduced to selling old car parts in a ratty market – once danced
in major international venues, as did the boys’ grandmother.
Despite his skill and obvious talent, Marab is criticized for being
“too soft.” His life is turned inside out with the arrival of Irakli
(Bachi Valishvili), sparking both a strong rivalry and romantic
desire between the two.
And Then We Danced breathtakingly sets up a passionate tale
of love amid a highly conservative society. Against a hauntingly
beautiful backdrop of the Georgian dance and music culture, this
film deftly challenges the notion that masculinity must be ‘straight.’
As Merab proves, once this rigidity is tested, tradition can evolve
over time and transform into different things for different people.

Dir: Levan Akin

Sweden / Georgia / France 2019 / 1h52m / 15

Georgian with English subtitles

The Invisible Man
Fri 20 – Thu 26 March
Writer-director Leigh Whannell (co-creator of the Saw and
Insidious franchises) has crafted a uniquely modern horror with
The Invisible Man, starring Emmy award winner Elisabeth Moss
(Us, The Handmaid’s Tale).

Misbehaviour
Fri 20 – Thu 26 March
Philippa Lowthorpe (Three Girls), brings her
steady hand to the warm, funny and provocative
Misbehaviour, written for the screen by Rebecca
Frayn and Gaby Chiappe, based on a true story.
In 1970, the Miss World competition took place in
London, hosted by US comedy legend, Bob Hope.
Claiming that beauty competitions demeaned
women, the newly formed Women’s Liberation
Movement achieved overnight fame by invading
the stage and disrupting the live broadcast of the
competition. Not only that, but when the show
resumed, the result caused uproar: the winner was
not the Swedish favourite but Miss Grenada, the
first black woman to be crowned Miss World. In a
matter of hours, a global audience had witnessed
the patriarchy driven from the stage and the Western
ideal of beauty turned on its head.

Trapped in a violent, controlling relationship with wealthy scientist
Adrian (Oliver Jackson-Cohen), Cecilia Kass (Moss) escapes in
the dead of night and disappears into hiding, aided by her sister
(Harriet Dyer), their childhood friend (Aldis Hodge) and his teenage
daughter (Storm Reid). But when Cecilia’s abusive ex commits
suicide and leaves her a generous portion of his vast fortune,
Cecilia suspects his death was a hoax. As a series of eerie
coincidences turns lethal, threatening the lives of those she
loves, Cecilia’s sanity begins to unravel as she desperately tries
to prove that she is being hunted by someone nobody can see.
Drawing inspiration from the H.G. Wells novel, which was
memorably turned into the 1933 film with Claude Rains,
Whannell has crafted a crowd-pleasing horror movie with
plenty of chills and thrills as Cecilia comes to realise that the
man who tormented her hasn’t gone away. Smart, well-acted,
and above all really scary, The Invisible Man proves that sometimes,
the classic source material for a fresh reboot can be hiding in
plain sight.

Dir: Leigh Whannell

USA 2020 / 2h4m / 15

It is good to be reminded that many of the
opportunities we take for granted today were built
on the foundation of historical moments, where
individual actions changed society for good. But
thanks to its fantastic cast, led by Keira Knightley
and including Gugu Mbatha-Raw (Belle), Jessie
Buckley (Wild Rose), Lesley Manville, Phyllis Logan,
Keeley Hawes, Rhys Ifans and Greg Kinnear,
Misbehaviour never feels like a history lesson.

Dir: Philippa Lowthorpe
UK 2020 / 1h46m / 12A

Bring a Baby Thu 26 March, 10:30
Senior Citizen Kane Thu 26 March, 10:30
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Radioactive
Fri 27 March – Thu 2 April
Though Marie Curie opened the door to understanding some of the most potent forces in the universe, her century-old story
endures in another sense: she was a brilliant woman fighting to be heard. Based on Lauren Redniss’s award-winning graphic
novel, Marjane Satrapi’s (Persepolis) biopic shows us Curie was a woman with an unmatched mind, a singular voice, and her
own eternal fire.

“Curie was a woman with an unmatched mind,
a singular voice, and her own eternal fire.”

When she lands in Paris from
Warsaw at age 24, Maria
Sklodowska (Rosamund
Pike) is passionately curious, but impatient with lesser minds. Meeting the more established Pierre Curie (Sam Riley) could be
her salvation. They recognize a mutual attraction and agree not just to work together, but to marry. As they push their scientific
investigation forward, the Curies unlock forces far beyond their control.
Radioactive starts as a familiar biopic but soon leaps into more exciting territory. Marjane Satrapi’s flair for representing the
world through illustration and animation is peppered throughout the film, which ambitiously makes scientific discovery poetic
and lyrical. But it's the narrative leap from the Curie lab in the early 20th century to the decades-later impact of atomic bombs
that reveals just what kind of film Radioactive is – a bold, visionary depiction of the transformative effects and fallout from
Curie’s work and how it shaped the defining moments of the 20th century.

Dir: Marjane Satrapi

UK / 2019 / 1h50m / 12A

Ciné Sunday Sun 29 March, 11:00
Captioned Mon 30 March, 18:00
Bring a Baby Thu 2 April, 10:30
Senior Citizen Kane Thu 2 April, 10:30
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System Crasher
Systemsprenger
Fri 3 – Thu 9 April
Controversial from the moment it premiered in competition at last year’s Berlin Film Festival, documentarian Nora Fingscheidt’s
(Without This World) fiction feature debut System Crasher portrays the life of a chaotic young girl.
Wild and troubled, 9-year-old Benni (Helena Zengel) keeps getting expelled from one foster home after another due to her
uncontrollable aggression. Too young to be held in treatment programmes and too violent to stay in group homes, she is a
‘system crasher’ – the unofficial, controversial name given to children who slip through the cracks of the German Child
Protective Services. But all is not lost, and thanks to a caring childcare worker, a seed of hope appears as Benni is given an
anger management trainer to escort her to school and help during the days.
Zengel is deeply impressive as Benni, commanding the attention of the viewer every second of the way. Fingscheidt – who
based her multi award-winning script on considerable research – demonstrates that it may not be the child who is too difficult
to handle, but rather the system that is ill-equipped to deal with cases too far outside their tightly defined norms.

Dir: Nora Fingscheidt

Germany 2019 / 1h59m / cert tbc
German with English subtitles
Ciné Sunday Sun 5 April, 11:00
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The Truth
La vérité

Fri 17 – Thu 23 April
Those of us who have discovered the pleasures of
Hirokazu Kore-eda’s deceptively simple films about
Japanese family life, such as Nobody Knows, I Wish,
and the Palme D’Or winner Shoplifters, would
probably be content for him to keep working in this
vein forever. But Kore-eda likes to stretch himself;
and that is exactly what he is doing in The Truth.
His first film made outside Japan, The Truth sees
him working in both French and English and joining
forces with two genuine stars: Catherine Deneuve
and Juliet Binoche.

Parasite
Black-And-White Edition
Fri 17 – Thu 23 April
After its extraordinary success in Cannes and at this year's
Academy Awards, Golden Globes, BAFTAs and the Independent
Spirit Awards, Bong Joon Ho’s brilliant Palme d’Or-winner
Parasite returns in this special black-and-white version. The
transfer was done by director Bong and offers the lustrous
contrasts of monochrome.
Kim Ki-taek (the wonderful Song Kang-ho) is an unemployed
family man, patriarch of a family of schemers who live in an
overcrowded, sordid basement flat. The Parks, on the other hand,
live in a pristine, architecturally designed house with their teenage
daughter Da-hye and spoiled young son Da-song. When Kim's
son Ki-woo is hired by the Parks as Da-Hye's private English
tutor, a symbiotic relationship forms between the two families.
The Kims provide ‘indispensable’ luxury services while the Parks
obliviously bankroll their entire household. Life is sweet for a while,
until a parasitic interloper threatens the Kims’ newfound comfort
and a savage, underhanded battle for dominance breaks out.
Politically charged, Parasite moves quickly from one tone to
another, mixing pathos and satire with thrills and drama, in a
perfectly controlled blend of many different genres. Gripping
from beginning to end, this is without a doubt one of the mustsee films of the year.

Dir: Bong Joon-ho

South Korea 2020 / 2h12m / 15

Korean and English with English subtitles
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Deneuve plays a legendary French actress and
Binoche her estranged daughter. When the former
publishes a self-flattering memoir called ‘The Truth’,
the latter returns to France with her husband (Ethan
Hawke) and daughter in tow to confront her mother
and tell her side of the story.
Often, when great directors outgrow their national
cinema and graduate to international projects, the
results are disappointing. But Kore-eda avoids the
usual pitfalls by staying remarkably true to himself.
The setting might be Paris this time, but this is still
a film about family, handled with Kore-eda’s usual
sensitivity. Hawke is his usual reliable self, but is well
aware that this film belongs to Deneuve and Binoche.
Watching these two giants of French cinema go toe
to toe is an absolute delight, and Kore-eda has built
a typically humane and ultimately very warm film
around them.

Dir: Hirokazu Kore-eda

France / Japan 2019 / 1h47m / PG

French and English with English subtitles

Rocks
Fri 17 – Thu 23 April
In both Brick Lane and her star-studded Suffragette, British filmmaker Sarah Gavron showed an unerring talent for working
bracing feminist ideas into great storytelling. With Rocks, Gavron has excelled herself. Stripped down, urgent, and bristling
with energy, her latest follows a teenage girl who sees her foundation yanked out from under her, and who must find help –
and a new family – from her equally precarious friends.

“a beautiful, raw, empathetic portrait
of a girl at a turning point...”

Shola (Bukky Bakray), or Rocks, as she's
known, lives in a London council flat with her
younger brother Emmanuel and their single
mother. Mum is busy and stressed, leaving
Rocks to spend all her free time with school friends. One day, she comes home to find her life radically altered: she is suddenly
on her own with a child to take care of. Gavron could easily have steered Rocks into grim territory, but delivers instead a
surprising portrait of resilience. Rocks is mercurial, impulsive, and deeply sensitive – not unusual for her age, she sometimes
makes desperately poor decisions, for what look to her like good reasons. When her closest friend Sumaya (Kosar Ali) offers
help, Rocks doesn't know how to accept it, blinded by Sumaya's two-parent household and relative comfort.
Developed through extensive workshops with its dynamic young cast, Gavron uses agile editing, and welcome doses of
humour, to stay close to her protagonist at every moment. She crafts a beautiful, raw, empathetic portrait of a girl at a turning
point, and celebrates the essential value of friends.

Dir: Sarah Gavron

UK 2019 / 1h33m / 12A

Ciné Sunday Sun 19 April, 11:00
Senior Citizen Kane Thu 23 April, 10:30
Bring a Baby Thu 23 April, 10:30
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The Painted Bird
Sun 19 and Tue 21 April
A young Jewish boy encounters the worst of humanity
as he wanders Eastern Europe during the Second
World War, in director Václav Marhoul’s adaptation
of Jerzy Kosinski’s infamous Holocaust novel.
The Painted Bird is a plunge into the darkest corners
of the human soul. Definitely not for the faint-hearted,
the film – featuring an ensemble cast that includes
Harvey Keitel, Stellan Skarsgård and Udo Kier –
tells the story of a lone Jewish child (Petr Kotlár) who
wanders Eastern Europe during The Second World
war, meeting senseless violence and torture along
the way. In a defining moment, a peasant shows the
boy the flight of a captive bird, painted and released
back into its flock. The bird, now different from its
fellows, is ripped apart. That critical lesson embodies
the boy's own experiences: difference is fatal.

The Assistant
Fri 10 – Thu 16 April
Kitty Green’s follow-up to her acclaimed Casting JonBenet is an
intense and quietly devastating portrayal of oppression in the
workplace. The film business isn’t so glamorous when you’re
on the lowest rung of the corporate ladder: that’s the despairing
lesson learned by the title character in The Assistant.
Jane (Julia Garner) is a junior assistant to a prominent
entertainment executive, a man whose face we never get to
see, though whose character is clearly inspired by Harvey
Weinstein. There is nothing glamorous or rewarding about her job,
yet she’s often reminded that any young aspiring film producer
would kill to take her place. Over the course of 24 hours we
watch as Garner’s superbly understated Jane faces a multitude
of degradations and hostilities (from both men and women),
which she continues to bear stoically. She quietly goes about her
mundane tasks with an attitude of someone who is used to this
type of treatment. Just when we think that nothing can be done
about her growing discomfort in this land of self-importance,
Jane takes action – and what follows is a fascinating depiction
of the mechanics that lead to abuse of power.
Just like Green's previous film, The Assistant is inspired by
potentially scandalous material, but her approach is one that
challenges expectations and preconceptions.

Dir: Kitty Green

USA 2019 / 1h27m / 15
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Director Václav Marhoul's film is a series of tableaux
that take our helpless protagonist on a brutal journey
into a period of incongruous and untempered hatred
and fear of the other. This harsh world is captured in
uncomfortable detail in Vladimir Smutny's stunning
35mm black-and-white cinematography and Pavel
Rejholec's powerful sound work.

Dir: Václav Marhoul

Czech Republic / Ukraine / Slovakia / 2019 /
2h50m / 18
Czech, German, Russian and Slavic
Esperanto with English subtitles

We’ve had a great year celebrating our 20th birthday, which has seen
us re-screen many of your cinema favourites, from The Matrix to
The Princess Bride. We’re seeing the festivities out in style with this
wonderful selection of films from the past two decades! Even better,
you can see any two films in the selection for the price of one when
you book together. Enjoy!

Whale Rider
Sun 22 March, 13:00
With New Zealand filmmaker Niki Caro’s latest film,
Disney’s highly anticipated live-action remake of Mulan,
heading to our screens very soon, we thought it the
perfect opportunity to revisit Whale Rider, her moving
2002 fable of a young girl defying tradition.

The Grand Budapest Hotel
Sat 21 March, 15:45
Few modern directors have a style as recognisable as
Wes Anderson, and this may be the entry in his filmography
which most bears his unmistakable stamp. Written by
Anderson and collaborator Hugo Guinness, The Grand
Budapest Hotel feels like a distillation of all of Anderson’s
quirks – lush and detailed production design, a sountrack
to die for, dry wit and of course, proper actors in silly roles.
The Grand Budapest Hotel recounts the adventures of
Gustave H (Ralph Fiennes), a legendary concierge at
a hotel in the fictional, war-torn country of Zubrowka,
and Zero Moustafa (Tony Revolori), the lobby boy who
becomes his most trusted protégé. When the wealthy
but very old Madame D (Tilda Swinton, clearly having
fun) is murdered, Gustave, her servant, friend and
occasional lover, becomes the number one suspect.
Our two heroes must go on the run, in this exciting caper
which soon involves the theft and recovery of a priceless
Renaissance painting, the battle for an enormous
family fortune, and the slow, then sudden upheavals
that transformed Europe during the first half of the
20th century.

On the east coast of New Zealand, the Whangara people
believe their presence there dates back a thousand years
or more to a single ancestor, Paikea, who escaped death
after his canoe capsized by riding to shore on the back of
a whale. Whangara chiefs – always the first-born, always
male – are considered Paikea’s direct descendants. The
current chief’s 12-year-old granddaughter Pai (beautifully
played by Keisha Castle-Hughes in her debut, Oscarnominated performance) however, believes she deserves
just as much chance of becoming his successor as any
of the local boys. Her grandfather doesn’t share her
perspective, clinging tightly to the traditions of the past.
Caro has created a film which is universal in its scope,
deftly balancing themes of familial and generational
conflict against the backdrop of one girl finding her place
in the world. With naturalistic performances from the
whole cast and stunning New Zealand locations, this is
big, boldly emotional filmmaking for audiences young
and old. We’re delighted to be screening this gem in
gorgeous 35mm.

Dir: Niki Caro

New Zealand / Germany 2002 / 1h41m / 35mm / PG
English and Maori with English subtitles

With a suitably grand collection of characters, Anderson’s
film has an ensemble cast like no other including Saoirse
Ronan, Willem Dafoe, Jeff Goldblum, Harvey Keitel, Jude
Law and (of course) Bill Murray, among many others, and
half of the fun of this chocolate box of a film is spotting
who is going to pop up next.

Dir: Wes Anderson

USA / Germany 2014 / 1h40m / 15
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Man on Wire

Hugo

Under the Skin

Thu 19 March, 20:15

Sat 21 March, 13:00

Tue 24 March, 20:45

Fans of 2018’s Free Solo might
want to take note of this 2008
documentary, which recounts the
story of Philippe Petit, the French
high-wire artist who illegally
performed a death-defying walk
between the Twin Towers in New York.

When we made the decision to go
ahead with installing 3D in our cinemas
back in 2011, Hugo was a driving
factor. Call it a hunch, but if Martin
Scorsese thinks 3D is worth working
with, then we do too.

Jonathan Glazer’s extraordinary 2013
Under the Skin, based on Michel
Faber’s novel of the same name, is an
unsettling, wholly unique experience.
This is a film which will truly get under
your skin, and linger for a long time
afterward.

Having fascinated Petit since
childhood, the Twin Towers were no
easy target, and Petit’s stunt required
months of meticulous planning.
Director James Marsh assembles a
compelling collage of interviews with
the key players, using re-enactment
and archive footage and photos to
help bring this extraordinary story
(and person) to life onscreen.
Perhaps what comes across most
in this film is a sense of Petit as a
human being; his boundless
enthusiasm and confidence, his
unwavering belief in his mission, his
sense of fascination and dedication;
he is never anything less than
captivating company.

Dir: James Marsh

UK / USA 2008 / 1h34m / 12

English and French with English
subtitles

Twelve-year-old Hugo (Asa Butterfield)
is an orphan, a clock keeper and a
thief who lives within the walls of a
busy Paris train station. His survival
depends on anonymity and steering
clear of the station master (Sacha
Baron Cohen). But when he meets
the eccentric Isabelle (Chloë Grace
Moretz) and a mysterious shopkeeper
(Ben Kingsley), Hugo’s world begins
to change.
A cryptic drawing, a treasured
notebook, a stolen key, a mechanical
man, and a hidden message all come
together in this wonderful story about
secrets and finding a family where
you least expect it.

Dir: Martin Scorsese

UK / USA / France 2011 / 3D /
2h6m / U

The film opens with a beautiful
woman (Scarlett Johansson) driving
around the Scottish countryside and
luring unsuspecting men into her
white transit van. It is clear that she is
on a mission of sorts, but her motives
remain unclear. Shot on location all
around Scotland, Glazer infuses this
other-worldly film with a sense of grim
reality. Under the Skin ultimately
shares much in common with its
central character – it is something
of an enigma, but a heart-breaking,
seductive and ultimately disturbing
one at that.
With eye-searing images and
incredible sound design (including
Micah Levi’s celebrated score) Under
the Skin is the work of a supremely
confident director surrounded by a
creative team at the top of their
game.

Dir: Jonathan Glazer

UK 2013 / 1h 48m / 15
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Mad Max:
Fury Road
Fri 27 March, 20:45
Surely no-one expected the unhinged
masterpiece of kinetic film-making
that is Mad Max: Fury Road, and from
original Mad Max creator George
Miller, whose films in the interim were
cosy, family-friendly features.
This is a film which immerses you in
its deranged, apocalyptic nightmare
of a world from the word go, and
doesn’t let up for its entire runtime.
Max (Tom Hardy) himself is more or
less relegated to a supporting role –
a “blood bag”, captured within the
first ten minutes by savage wasteland-dwellers. The real star is Charlize
Theron’s now-iconic Imperator
Furiosa, a complex, lethal character
whose own quest for redemption
forms the backbone of the film’s
narrative.
Mad Max: Fury Road is action cinema
as pure cinema, and is, simply put,
one of the most essential films of the
last 20 years.
Director George Miller’s original vision
was for Fury Road to be black and
white, so we’re thrilled to be able to
offer you the chance to witness the
incredible Black and Chrome Edition
on the big screen.

La Vie en Rose

Moonlight

Sat 28 March, 15:30

Sun 29 March, 20:30

Marillon Cotillard won the Academy
Award for Best Actress for her
bruising, charismatic performance in
this 2007 film which tells the real-life
story of French music icon Edith Piaf.

Few films from the last 20 years feel
as indicative of changes within the
cinematic landscape as Moonlight.
Beautifully told and universal in its
humanity, this Best Picture winner is
a masterpiece.

The film’s structure flits back and
forth, from present to past, as it
relates to us Piaf’s chaotic life filled
with heartbreak, showmanship and
plenty of booze. Cotillard’s defiant
performance becomes the core
around which La Vie en Rose
revolves, and the film has an uncanny
ability to make the audience feel like
one of Piaf’s retinue of friends, family
and lovers.
With committed performances
(particularly from Sylvie Testud as
Piaf’s best friend Mômone) and
wonderfully detailed production
design, La Vie en Rose is a stirring
tribute to a truly talented, troubled
soul.
Best of all, we're lucky enough to be
screening this in wonderful 35mm.

Dir: Olivier Dahan

France / UK / Czech Republic
2007 / 2h20m / 35mm / 12
French with English subtitles

Based on a story by playwright Tarell
Alvin McCraney and directed by
Barry Jenkins, Moonlight is told in
three parts, with different actors
taking on the role of lead character
Chiron. From the beginning, it is clear
that life is hard for this young boy.
Nicknamed ‘Little’, he is bullied at
school and his home life with
single-mom Paula (Naomie Harris) is
fraught. But Chiron does encounter
kindness and rare moments of joy in
his relationships with local big man
Juan (Mahershala Ali) and classmate
Kevin. With each significant time
shift, we discover just how these
experiences have shaped his life.
The awards and accolades are
almost superfluous; Moonlight
succeeds entirely on its own terms,
and is just as special now as it was
when it was first released.

Dir: Barry Jenkins

USA 2016 / 1h51m / 15

Dir: George Miller

Australia / USA / South Africa
2015 / 2h / 15
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Please refer to our
website for up to date
listings information.

Accessible Screenings

Audio description is available on all screenings of Military Wives, A Quiet Place Part II,
Run, Misbehaviour, Radioactive, Mulan, The Secret Garden & Rocks.
The following films will screen with captions for D/deaf and Hard of Hearing audiences:
Elephant Man Tue 17 March, 20:30
Onward Wed 18 March, 15:45
Run Thu 19 March, 16:00
Misbehaviour Mon 23 March, 18:15
A Quiet Place Part II Tue 24 March, 20:45
Radioactive Mon 30 March, 18:00, Senior Citizen Kane Thu 2 April, 10:30
Mulan Mon 6 April, 18:00 and Tue 7 April, 15:30
The Secret Garden Mon 13 April, 18:00
Rocks Senior Citizen Kane Thu 23 April, 10:30
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Relaxed
Screenings

We are excited to bring you three
Relaxed Screenings in this guide.
These screenings are for anyone
who prefers more consistent
sound and lighting, no adverts or
trailers, and freedom to move
around during the film.
Onward
Sun 15 March, 10:30
Mulan
Sun 5 April, 10:30
The Secret Garden
Sun 19 April, 10:30
Tickets: £5
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This month we’ve got a pair of twisted tales that are sure to get under your skin. Be sure to pick up our next
Cinema Guide for full details of DUNDEAD 2020, our annual festival for horror and cult film fans!

Dogs Don’t Wear Pants
Tue 31 March and Wed 1 April
One of Finland's most daring filmmakers, J-P Valkeapää is
unpredictable in the best sense. His most recent film, a hit at
Cannes last year, is fearless even by his standards, bringing
together crippling remorse and absurdist comedy.

Koko-Di, Koko-Da
Fri 17 – Thu 23 April
Swedish filmmaker Johannes Nyholm's sophomore feature,
Koko-di Koko-da, uses fairytale-like imagery to explore a
couple's experience of guilt and loss.
In a Groundhog Day meets The Blair Witch Project premise,
the film centres on a doomed camping trip which sees the
couple repeatedly terrorized by three bizarre characters
from the woods. It’s been three years since Elin (Ylva Gallon)
and Tobias (Leif Edlund) tragically lost their young daughter.
Their relationship is filled with blame and anxiety, and this
adds to the tension that builds each time we see them
brutalized by the trio of maniacs. Elin and Tobin don’t
become wiser each time the loop resets, on the contrary,
they become increasingly helpless as they try to escape
their demise. Brief interludes of shadow-play sequences
and puppetry temper the claustrophobia conveyed by the
couple's experience.
Ultimately, this film is about the inevitability of death and the
impossibility of escape. Nyholm skillfully uses cinematic
means to deliver this message, leaving us all with the
imprint of a vast haunted forest and a nursery rhyme that,
though you might try to forget it, will keep coming back.

Dir: Johannes Nyholm

Sweden / Denmark 2019 / 1h25m / 18

Swedish and Danish with English subtitles
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The film begins during a bucolic cottage sojourn for surgeon
Juha (Pekka Strang), his wife, and their young daughter Elli.
Tragedy strikes almost immediately, as Juha's wife drowns
in a fishing net he had carelessly left out. Years later, Juha,
still struggling to deal with his sadness and regret, is
teetering on the brink of a complete breakdown. When the
now-tween Elli (Iloni Huhta) orders him out of the piercing
salon where she's getting a tongue stud, he stumbles into
a dominatrix's studio next door, where he finds a salve
for his guilt in the person of Mona (Krista Kosonen), a
demanding mistress who is as eager to punish Juha as
he is to be punished. Things spiral out of control as Juha
grows increasingly reckless, even suicidal, and it becomes
alarmingly clear that neither he nor Mona know how far they
are willing to go.

Dir: J-P Valkeapää

Finland / Latvia 2019 / 1h45m / 18
Finnish with English subtitles

Vintage

Billy Elliot
Sat 18 April, 18:15
Stephen Daldry’s touching debut Billy Elliot is 20
years old this year; in some ways it still feels as
fresh as ever, in others it feels like a film that is so
embedded in UK cinema history that it has been
around for much longer; a quintessential British
coming-of-age tale which sits nicely alongside
such classics as Kes and Gregory’s Girl.
Jamie Bell is wonderful as the titular Billy, an
11-year-old growing up in the North-East of
England in the 1980s. Billy’s father (Gary Lewis) is
a widowed coal miner standing in the picket line
during the ongoing miners’ strikes. When his dad
sends him to boxing lessons, Billy discovers he
has a talent for dancing under the tutelage of Mrs.
Wilkinson, played by Julie Walters who earned an
Oscar nomination for her performance.

The Elephant Man
Fri 13 – Tue 17 March
David Lynch's moving retelling of a true story features an
Academy Award-nominated performance by John Hurt
as John Merrick, the victim of a disease that has left him
so horrendously deformed he's spent most of his life as a
carnival-show 'freak'. In time, Merrick comes under the care
of Dr Treves (Anthony Hopkins), who installs the 'Elephant
Man' in a hospital, where he studies him, helps him to
overcome a seemingly insurmountable speech impediment,
and – for a time – gives him back some human dignity.
Through the striking cinematography of Freddie Francis, the
film superbly invokes the bleak mood of an industrial Victorian
England.

Never shying away from the gritty reality of 1980s
Britain, Billy Elliot is nonetheless a celebratory,
invigorating film, full of pathos, humour and
glorious dancing set-pieces, brilliantly performed
by the young Bell. By the time Mrs. Wilkinson has
Billy dancing along to T-Rex’s We Love to Boogie,
it’s impossible not to be tapping your toes along
with our young hero.

Dir: Stephen Daldry

UK 2000 / 1h50m / 15

Boasting an exceptional lead performance from John Hurt,
The Elephant Man was widely praised when it was release
40 years ago, winning three BAFTA awards and 8 Oscar
nominations. This new 4K restoration was carried out at
L’Immagine Ritrovata under the supervision of Lynch, who
also personally curated the colour correction. The restoration
was created from the original camera negative with the
latest HDR technology in order to obtain the best possible
result. As a result, the black and white image has been
restored to its original, strikingly beautiful glory.

Dir: David Lynch

USA / UK 1980 / 2h3m / 12A

Captioned Tue 17 March, 20:30
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Exhibition on Screen

Exhibition on Screen: Easter in Art
Tue 7 April, 18:00
The story of Christ’s death and resurrection has dominated western culture for the past 2000 years. It is perhaps the
most significant historical event of all time, as recounted by the gospels but, equally, as depicted by the greatest artists
in history.
From the triumphant to the savage, the ethereal to the
tactile, some of western civilization’s greatest artworks
focus on this pivotal moment. This film explores the Easter
story as depicted in art, from the time of the early Christians
to the present day.

“Some of western civilization’s
greatest artworks focus on this
pivotal moment.”

Shot on location in Jerusalem, the United States and throughout Europe, the film explores the different ways artists
have depicted the Easter story through the ages and thus depicts the history of us all.
Tickets £12
Students, under 21s and claimants £9
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Cinema Event

David Attenborough:
A Life on Our Planet – Live from the World Premiere
Thu 16 April, 19:15
One man has seen more of the natural world than any other. This unique feature documentary is his witness statement.

“a powerful first-hand account of
humanity’s impact on nature.”

In his 93 years, David Attenborough has visited every
continent on the globe, exploring the wild places of our
planet and documenting the living world in all its variety
and wonder. Now, for the first time he reflects upon both
the defining moments of his lifetime as a naturalist and the devastating changes he has seen.

Honest, revealing and urgent, David Attenborough: A Life on Our Planet is a powerful first-hand account of humanity’s
impact on nature and a message of hope for future generations.
The film will be followed by a Q&A with Sir David Attenborough and Sir Michael Palin live from the world premiere at the
Royal Albert Hall.
Tickets £12
Students, under 21s and claimants £9

UK 2019 / 1h3m + 30m Q&A / recommended PG
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Performance

Bolshoi: Jewels

Live from the Met:
Der Fliegende Hollander

Bolshoi:
Romeo & Juliet (Encore)

Sat 14 March, 16:55

Sun 29 March, 15:00

Inspired by the legend of the Flying Dutchman, the
Captain of a ghostly ship who has been condemned
to sail the seas for eternity, is offered a chance of
redemption by true love.
Director François Girard, whose mesmerizing production
of Parsifal recently wowed Met audiences, returns to
stage Wagner’s eerie early masterwork.

In spite of each of their families being merciless
enemies, Romeo and Juliet are deeply in love... The
star-crossed lovers’ tragic fate inspired Prokofiev a
remarkable cinematic score, from the delicate theme
of Juliet to the ominous Dance of the Knights. Bolshoi
stars Ekaterina Krysanova and Vladislav Lantratov
wholly embody the two eternal lovers in Alexei
Ratmansky’s stunning evocation of love at first sight.

Tickets £20
Students, under-21s and claimants £12

Tickets £17.50
Students, under-21s and claimants £15

Elvis: That's The Way It Is

Bolshoi: Jewels

Wed 22 April, 19:00

Sun 19 April, 16:00

To celebrate 85 years of Elvis Presley and 50 years
since the film’s original 1970 release, the King returns
to cinema. This feature-length documentary and concert
film reveals the legendary singer as a man preparing for
an emotional career comeback, the fans who travelled
from all over the world for this history-making event...
and the electrifying live performance of the man who
gave us rock 'n' roll.

This opulent triptych was inspired by Balanchine’s visit
to the famous jeweller Van Cleef & Arpels on New York’s
Fifth Avenue, celebrating the dance schools of Paris,
New York and St. Petersburg, each bound to its own
precious stone: emerald, ruby and diamond. Balanchine
built an homage to the three dance schools, each
represented by a contrasting gemstone. Jewels
celebrates the choreographer’s captivating work
performed by some of the world’s most dazzling dancers.

Tickets £12
Students, under-21s and claimants £10
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Tickets £17.50
Students, under-21s and claimants £15

How to Deaf
Sat 4 April, 15:30
How to Deaf is this year’s edition of London Short Film Festival’s
annual touring shorts programme for D/deaf audiences, curated
by in-house Deaf programmer Zoë McWhinney.
Short films from both D/deaf and hearing short filmmakers and
storytellers navigate the ‘in between’ and grey areas of the D/deaf
experience – from the romance of an unspoken language, to
silent brotherly bonds, to the different ways D/deaf people
experience the frequencies of club life.
Highlights include A Sonic Pulse, a Resident Advisor and Open
City Documentary Festival commission by documentary maker
Dorothy Allen-Pickard and French filmmaker Antoine Marinot.
Pickard and Marinot bonded over their joint love of electronic
music and were inspired by Marinot's own issues with hearing.
The doc explores how deaf people experience electronic music,
from the way they’re treated in the club to how deafness can
inspire music production.

Amber and Me
Sun 22 March, 15:30
Amber has Down’s Syndrome and is about to
start primary school with her twin sister, Olivia.
Although at first her experience is positive, she
starts to struggle and asks to stay at home. Olivia
tries to help her sister with her school work, in the
knowledge that if the situation doesn’t improve,
Amber may have to go to a different school.

A hit across several other festivals (receiving this year’s LSFF
Best British Special Mention and award-nominated at BFI
London Film Fest, Sheffield Doc/Fest and more), Stroma Cairns’
If You Knew is also in the roster. In this touching hybrid dramadocumentary set on Canvey Island, twin brothers with hearing
loss embark on a fresh start and find new meaning in family.

Dir: Various

Various countries / 1h18m / recommended 15+

All films are captioned and/or contain BSL

The film follows the challenges for both girls
through four years of primary school and charts
the changes in their relationship, uniquely from
their own perspectives.
Amber and Me is directed by Amber and Olivia’s
father, Ian Davies. Ian has worked on several
documentaries before as a producer. This is
his first film as a director. The release of Amber
and Me is timed to coincide with World Down
Syndrome Day (Sat 21 March): for more
information please visit
https://www.downs-syndrome.org.uk/

Dir: Ian Davies
UK 2020 / 1h14m (including 15m recorded
intro) / U

We're delighted to welcome director
Ian Davies for an audience Q&A following
the film.
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Documentary

Climbing Blind
Sun 5 and Wed 8 April
Acclaimed UK adventure filmmaker Al Lee tells the story
of an incredible day in the life of Jesse Dufton in his
multi award-winning film. Jesse was born with 20%
central vision. At four years of age he was diagnosed
with Retinitis Pigmentosa: a rare genetic disease that
breaks down the retinas' cells, and at age 20 he could
no longer read. By his 30s, Jesse’s vision was reduced
to just light perception, with around 1 to 2% field of
view. As a lifelong climber, he flies in the face of
adversity and with his sight guide and fiancée Molly sets
out on a fantastic challenge – attempting to be the first
blind person to make a 'non-sight' lead of the iconic Old
Man of Hoy sea stack in Scotland.

Dir: Alastair Lee
UK 2019 / 1h12m / 15

2040
Wed 25 March, 18:15
Award-winning director Damon Gameau (That Sugar
Film) embarks on a journey to explore what the future
could look like by the year 2040 if we simply embraced
the best solutions already available to us to improve our
planet and shifted them rapidly into the mainstream.
Structured as a visual letter to his 4-year-old daughter,
Damon blends traditional documentary with dramatised
sequences and high-end visual effects to create a vision
board of how these solutions could regenerate the world
for future generations.

Dir: Damon Gameau
Australia 2019 / 1h33m / PG
English, Bengali, Swahili and Swedish with
English subtitles

We’re screening 2040 to celebrate Earth Hour,
an annual event organised by the World Wide
Fund for Nature and partners. On Saturday 28
March at 20:30, people around the world switch
off their lights or attend an Earth Hour event to
show support for the planet and encourage
positive environmental change. Visit
www.wwf.org.uk/scotland/earthhour to find
out more.
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Climbing Blind is accompanied by short film
The Big Deal (12 mins), an action-packed profile
of one of the UK’s strongest female boulderers
on rock: Frances Bensley.

DISCOVERY FAMILY FILM CLUB
Tickets are £5 for under 21s / £7 for adults, or a family ticket for four costs £20. Children under the age
of 12 must be accompanied by an adult.

Onward
Fri 13 – Thu 19 March
Imagine The Lord Of The Rings being given a makeover by the Pixar Animation Studios (who brought us Toy Story,
Brave and Inside Out), and you have some clue as to what might be going on in Onward.
“In times of old, the world was full of wonder and
magic... but times change”. Set in a fantastical world
where the people once had access to magical powers,
two teenage elf brothers, Ian and Barley Lightfoot,
receive a wizard's staff as a prearranged gift from their father, who died before Ian was born and when Barley was too
young to remember him. The staff comes with a spell that will bring him back for only 24 hours, so his sons can meet
him. Prompted by Barley, Ian uses the spell, only to end up with just his father's legs. Desperate to get the rest of him
back, the brothers go on a mysterious quest to unlock the spell, all the while racing against the clock before the day
runs out.

“A fusion of old school wizardry
and modern family dynamics...”

Pixar films have made their reputation on supersmart scripts that work across the age ranges, voiced by A-list talent –
in this case, Tom Holland, Chris Pratt and Octavia Spencer. Onward is a fusion of old school wizardry and modern
family dynamics, along with fire-breathing dragons, strangely aggressive unicorns and a manticore (human head,
lion's body, scorpion's tail). Who wouldn’t want to go on a quest featuring creatures such as those? Though as Ian
Lightfoot is at pains to point out, “it's not a quest, it's just a really fast and strange errand”.

Dir: Dan Scanlon
USA 2020 / 1h47m / U

Relaxed Screening Sun 15 March, 10:30
Captioned Wed 18 March, 15:45
Bring a Baby Thu 19 March, 10:30
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DISCOVERY HOLIDAY FILM
Mulan
Fri 27 March – Thu 9 April
After 2019 brought us shiny new versions of Dumbo, Aladdin and The Lion King, this year kicks off with a live action
adaptation of the Chinese legend of Mulan. In its new format, the film leaves behind any cuteness and moves into the
world of Chinese martial heroes (the genre of ‘wuxia’ stories), following in the footsteps of Ang Lee's Crouching Tiger,
Hidden Dragon and Zhang Yimou’s Hero, House of Flying Daggers and Curse Of The Golden Flower. Prepare for more
breathtaking dashes across those roof tiles and gravity-defying bounding up the walls...
When the Emperor of China issues a decree that one man per family must serve in the Imperial Chinese Army to
defend the country from the marauding Hun tribes, Hua Mulan, the eldest daughter of a venerated warrior, steps in
to take the place of her now ailing father. Disguised as a man by the name of Hua Jun, she is tested every step of the
way and must harness her innermost strength and embrace her true potential. It is an epic journey that will transform
Mulan into a true warrior and earn her the respect of a grateful nation... and a proud father.
Whilst the lead actress Liu Yifei may not (yet) be widely known in Europe, many of the supporting cast bring years
of screen experience. Mulan’s chief antagonist, the powerful shapeshifting witch Xian Lang, is played by Gong Li
(Raise The Red Lantern) and martial arts specialist Jet Li (Fearless) is The Emperor. Directed by Niki Caro (who wrote
and directed Discovery favourite Whale Rider), this is one adaptation that offers a distinctly new vision and an entirely
different level of live action wizardry.

Dir: Niki Caro
USA 2020 / duration tbc / 2D and 3D / cert tbc

Relaxed Screening Sun 5 April, 10:30
Captioned Mon 6 April, 18:00 and Tue 7 April, 15:30
Senior Citizen Kane Thu 9 April, 10:30
Bring a Baby Thu 9 April, 10:30

More to enjoy! Turn to pages 13 –14 to find out more about two much-loved family films returning
to the big screen for our birthday celebrations – Whale Rider and Hugo.
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The Secret Garden
Fri 10 – Thu 23 April
Frances Hodges Burnett’s classic story of a young girl
discovering a magical, hidden garden has remained
a favourite for more than a hundred years. It has been
brought to the big screen three times already, and now,
a new version directed by Marc Mundun will introduce
a new generation to this tale of friendship and discovery.
The Secret Garden tells the story of Mary Lennox, a
headstrong 10-year-old girl, born in India to British parents.
Suddenly orphaned, she is sent back to England to live
with her uncle, Archibald Craven (Colin Firth), on his remote
country estate where she is to be looked after by the family
maids Mrs Medlock (Julie Walters) and Martha Sowerby.
Curious and lonely in the big old house, she tentatively
explores and begins to uncover many family secrets,
particularly when she meets her sickly cousin Colin (Edan
Hayhurst), shut away in a wing of the house. Together, the
two damaged, slightly misfit children heal each other –
partly through their exposure to a wondrous secret garden.

Waiting For Anya
Sun 22 March, 15:45
Based on Michael Morpurgo’s 1990 novel, this film
adaptation follows on the hugely successful heels of
Morpurgo’s other wartime stories Private Peaceful and War
Horse. Set in Europe during the Second World War, this is
a beautifully shot story of family, friendship and survival in
the harshest of conditions.

Screenwriter Jack Thorne has made some changes to the
classic novel, shifting the story from the Edwardian era to
1947, but the spirit of Burnett’s book remains intact. The
Secret Garden is still a story that will ignite the imagination
of both adults and children alike.

Dir: Marc Mundun

UK 2020 / duration tbc / cert tbc

Relaxed Screening Sun 19 April, 10:30
Captioned Mon 13 April, 18:00
Senior Citizen Kane Thu 16 April, 10:30

15 year old shepherd Jo Lalande has taken on all his
father’s responsibilities while he is away fighting in the war.
One day Jo meets mysterious stranger Benjamin while in
the forest, and discovers he has a secret – he is smuggling
Jewish children to safety across the border into Spain, all
the while waiting for his daughter Anya, from whom he has
been separated. Jo starts to help with the rescue of the
children, but when German soldiers move into town, things
become much more dangerous...
The screening will be followed a short collection of Behind
The Scenes footage documenting the making of the film,
and which includes an interview with Michael Morpurgo.

Dir: Ben Cookson
UK / Belgium 2020 / 1h49m + 22m additional
content / 12A
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Discovery Film Festival is looking for new members
aged 15 – 19 to join its team of Young Ambassadors.
Have you ever wondered how an award-winning film festival is put
together? This is your chance to find out!
You’ll be involved in all elements of the festival: choosing the films, writing for our brochure, marketing the
screenings and coming up with ideas for events and activities. During the festival there’s
loads to do: you can introduce a film, choose the shortlist for a filmmaking competition,
or even interview filmmakers about their work. You don’t need to have any experience
to join the Young Ambassadors, just lots of enthusiasm and a love of film.
Sound interesting? Send an email to mike.tait@dca.org.uk telling us about your
favourite film and why you’re interested in joining the team. We’ll invite you to come
to a meeting where you can meet the current team, find out more, and maybe get to
watch an exclusive preview of a new film!

“Being a DYA is an enlightening and exciting opportunity that allows
you to experience first-hand how a film festival is curated.”
Adam, Young Ambassador

Support what we do while also taking
advantage of a range of offers, discounts
and benefits across our programme with
DCA Membership. Choose from three
great options – find out more and
purchase your membership online,
or visit our Box Office.

SIGN UP FOR
DCA MEMBERSHIP
DCA Membership

Red Card Plus

£44 annually

£15 annually

£5 annually

£1 off your cinema ticket*

50p off your cinema ticket,
Monday – Friday*

£5 cinema tickets*

10% off DCA Shop when you spend £10+
10% off food in Jute Café Bar

5% discount in DCA Shop
with you spend £10+

10% off DCA publications
15% off Print Studio Courses

New! 18 –25 Membership**

10% off DCA Shop when
you spend £10+
10% off food and hot drinks
in Jute Café Bar
5% off Print Studio courses
Priority booking on selected events

*one discounted ticket per cardholder per screening, standard screenings only.
**18–25 Membership available from Fri 13 March 2020.
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Access
DCA welcomes everyone and we are committed to making our programme
and facilities accessible. We accept the CEA card. Application forms and further
details are available from Box Office as well as large print copies of DCA print
material. Guide Dogs are welcome in our cinemas. Details of audio-described
and captioned screenings are listed in our print and online at our website.
For further information on access please contact us on 01382 432444.

DCA Cinema is supported by:

DCA follows BBFC recommendations. For further details about film classification or for extended film
information, please refer to www.bbfc.co.uk
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Bookings:

01382 432 444
www.dca.org.uk
DCA Box Office is open daily from 10:00 until 15 minutes after
the start of the final film.

Standard prices

£7 before 17:00
£8 from 17:00*
DCA members enjoy £1 off tickets for standard screenings*
Red Card Plus members enjoy £0.50 off tickets for standard screenings*

Concessions**
Over 60s
£6 before 17:00
£7 after 17:00

Students and under 18s
£5.50 all day

Claimants
(Jobseekers Allowance, Disability Living Allowance, Housing Benefit)
£5 all day
Disability
Free carer’s ticket on production of valid CEA card

* There are some pricing exceptions, please see film information for further information.
**Please bring proof of your status to DCA when purchasing or picking up reduced tickets.

Special Screenings:

Senior Citizen Kane Club
Over 60? Join us for a film with tea/coffee and biscuit – £6.50
Bring a Baby Screenings
For those with babies under 12 months old, includes tea/coffee
and biscuit – £6.50
Discovery Family Film Club
£5 under 21s
£7 over 21s
Family ticket for four people £20
Relaxed Screenings
Relaxed screenings with consistent lighting and lower sound levels – £5
Ciné Sundays
Film, breakfast roll and tea/coffee – £9
Tickets cannot be exchanged or refunded after purchase except in the case of a cancelled performance.
Ticket offers are subject to availability and may not be used in conjunction with any other offer.
All tickets must be paid for at point of booking.
Whilst every effort is taken to ensure the accuracy of information within this guide, mistakes do happen.
DCA reserves the right to make changes to the programme as necessary.

Customers are welcome to take their drinks into our Cinemas, but are asked to refrain from going back
to the bar during the screening.

Dundee Contemporary Arts
152 Nethergate
Dundee DD1 4DY
Registered Charity no: SC026631

Twitter @DCAdundee
Instagram @DCAdundee
Facebook DCA.Dundee

Rocks, P11

DCA reserves the right to refuse admission.
DCA asks all customers to refrain from using mobile phones in the cinema.

